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meeting with General Bradley

Use

Strongly supports that the P should meet w/him.
ID 794060
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DATE: 24 SEP 79
FOR ACTION: PHIL WISE
FRAN VOORDE

INFO ONLY: JODY POWELL
ZBIG BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT: CLELAND MEMO RE PROPOSED MEETING WITH GENERAL OMAR BRADLEY

RESPONSE DUE TO RICK HUTCHESON STAFF SECRETARY (456-7052)
BY: 1200 PM WEDNESDAY 26 SEP 79

ACTION REQUESTED: YOUR COMMENTS
STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. ( ) NO COMMENT. ( ) HOLD.

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW:
DATE: 24 SEP 79
FOR ACTION: PHIL WISE

INFO ONLY: JODY POWELL

ZBIG BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT: CLELAND MEMO RE PROPOSED MEETING WITH GENERAL OMAR BRADLEY

ACTION REQUESTED: YOUR COMMENTS

STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. ( ) NO COMMENT. (X) HOLD.

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW:

I'll work into 2-weeker.
TO: 700400

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DATE: 24 Sep 70
FOR ACTION: PHIL WISE
FRAN VOORDE

RECEIVED ONLY: JODY POWELL
ZBIG BRZEZINSKI

SUBJECT: CLELAND MEMO RE PROPOSED MEETING WITH GENERAL OMAR BRADLEY

.................................................................
+ RESPONSE DUE TO RICK HUTCHESON, STAFF SECRETARY (455-7258) +
+ BY: 1200 PM WEDNESDAY 25 SEP 70 +
.................................................................

ACTION REQUESTED: YOUR COMMENTS

STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. ( ) NO COMMENT. ( ) HOLD.

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW:

6020 The P will be in Illinois for the a.m. of that day so the time of the appointment is in question. But the P should greet Braddy.
TO: The President

THRU: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary

FROM: Administrator of Veterans Affairs

Appointment with the President

When President Truman asked General of the Army Omar N. Bradley to become Administrator of Veterans Affairs at the end of World War II, he made one of the most popular appointments of his administration and he gave strength and prestige to an agency to which millions of deserving citizens were soon to be looking for help.

General Bradley developed the Veterans Administration into a concerned and effective provider of that help and thirty-three years later he is still an inspiration to those who work for VA.

On October 16, 1979, it will be my pleasant duty to act as host to General Bradley and other guests as VA dedicates the Administrator's Conference Room in this building in his name.

I would like to respectfully request that General Bradley be granted about a 15 minute appointment with you sometime around noon on the day of the dedication.

I would be most happy to bring General Bradley to your office for the courtesy call and perhaps a picture session.

Your earnest consideration of this visit with America's only living five-star General is deeply appreciated.
TO: The President

THRU: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary

FROM: Administrator of Veterans Affairs

Appointment with the President

When President Truman asked General of the Army Omar N. Bradley to become Administrator of Veterans Affairs at the end of World War II, he made one of the most popular appointments of his administration and he gave strength and prestige to an agency to which millions of deserving citizens were soon to be looking for help.

General Bradley developed the Veterans Administration into a concerned and effective provider of that help and thirty-three years later he is still an inspiration to those who work for VA.

On October 16, 1979, it will be my pleasant duty to act as host to General Bradley and other guests as VA dedicates the Administrator's Conference Room in this building in his name.

I would like to respectfully request that General Bradley be granted about a 15-minute appointment with you sometime around noon on the day of the dedication.

I would be most happy to bring General Bradley to your office for the courtesy call and perhaps a picture session.

Your earnest consideration of this visit with America's only living five-star General is deeply appreciated.